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Ultimate audio purity: the new  
Icon Audio MB30SE single-ended 

mono amplifiers 
 

Combining valve rectification with just two audio valves, the Icon Audio 

MB30SE takes purist simplicity to the limit.  This class-A* single-ended* 

amplifier produces a beguiling musicality, purity and sweetness that is 

unmatched by higher output push-pull designs.  With an output of up to 27 

watts, the MB30SE is truly versatile and capable of high volume levels with 

medium to high sensitivity loudspeakers. 

 

The design brief of the MB30SE was to plug the gap between the low powered 

single-ended amplifiers and the very expensive ‘transmitter valve’ types. 

 

The new KT120 output valve was chosen for its superb sound quality and power 

delivery; it is also considerably cheaper than vintage triodes (such as the 300B) that 

typically deliver only nine watts. The heart of a good single-ended amplifier is the 

output transformer. The bespoke Icon Audio LDT (low distortion tertiary) transformer 

allows the KT120 to sing without constriction giving wide bandwidth, natural 

dynamics and fine detail. 

 

Using high sensitivity loudspeakers, the 16 watts produced in triode mode will 

produce realistic volume levels. However many modern speakers sacrifice efficiency 

for size and in such cases the MB30SE can be switched to ultralinear mode to deliver 

a widely compatible 27 watts. Adjustable input sensitivity adds to its flexibility, 

enabling use with either passive or active preamplifiers. 

 

The front panel-mounted bias meter allows easy checking and adjustment of the 

amplifier to enable its best performance, while also giving an indication of output 

power. 

 

Every Icon Audio amplifier is finished and tested by Icon’s team of engineers in 

Leicester. 
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Key features: Icon Audio MB30SE 

 

 100% pure class A operation throughout 

 Valve rectification  

 Custom wound choke regulated power supply 

 Choice of low or no feedback 

 Can be used with a passive preamplifier 

 “Point to Point” hand wired for the best sound quality and reliability 

 PTFE insulated silver plated pure copper wiring 

 Fitted with Jensen™ copper foil in paper and oil audio capacitors 

 Gold plated input and loudspeaker terminals 

 Custom hand wound tertiary output transformer 

 4 & 8 ohm loudspeaker outputs. 

 

Technical specifications 

 

Output power 
16W RMS (triode) 

27W RMS (ultralinear) 

Input sensitivity 
330mV (high sensitivity) 

925mV (low sensitivity) 

Frequency response  20Hz – 20kHz - 0.5 dB 8w 

Signal to noise ratio -86 dB 

Total harmonic distortion 0.3 % @ 8W (1kHz) 

Valve complement 

GZ34 / 5AR4 rectifier 

6SN7 / CV181 driver 

KT120 output 

Power consumption Approximately 85W each 

Dimensions (H x W x D) 210 x 160 x 380mm 

Weight 13kg each 

Warranty 1 year 

 

UK selling price (inc. VAT) 

 

Icon Audio MB30SE (per pair)     £1,999.95 

 

AVAILABLE NOW 

 

Key to terms 

 

Single-ended:  

A single-ended amplifier uses only one output valve to drive both the positive 

and negative phases of the audio waveform. Although this limits the power 

available, the lack of a push-pull amplifier's phase-splitting stage and 

subsequent output switching from one device to the other as the audio 
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waveform crosses the zero point means that the audio signal is much purer 

giving a natural smoothness and charm to the sound not found in other 

designs. 

 

Pure Class A:  

Because both the driver and output valves always draw the same power even 

at zero volume, the valves never 'switch off'. This thermal and power stability 

enhances the reproduction of micro and macro dynamics and sound stage 

spaciousness. 

 

About Icon Audio  

 

The Icon Audio philosophy is to create audiophile products that sound good, look 

good, are easily affordable and will last a lifetime.  

 

Each Icon Audio amplifier is designed in Leicester, UK, by the company’s founder, 

David Shaw. The amplifier chassis are then manufactured in China, with production 

and quality control being closely managed by David himself who regularly travels to 

China to ensure that the performance and quality on which Icon Audio have built their 

reputation are fully maintained. Final product assembly, custom modifications and 

extensive testing then take place in Icon’s premises in Leicester, UK.   

 

Everything in an Icon Audio amplifier is serviceable and replaceable, from the valves 

themselves to substantial components such as the transformers. All Icon Audio 

products are available for demonstration by appointment in Leicester and also via a 

selected dealer network. 

 

Consumer contact 

 

Icon Audio 

351 Aylestone Road 

Leicester 

LE2 8TA 

 

Tel:   0116 244 0593 

Email:  sales@iconaudio.co.uk  

Website: www.iconaudio.com 

 

Press contact 

 

For more information, product samples or high-resolution print-ready images please 

contact David Denyer on 07976 646 404 or david@ddpr.co.uk. 
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